The first joint fingerprinting and decryption (JFD) for vector quantization (VQ) images addressed the problem that the decrypted multimedia data may be redistributed from authorized customers to unauthorized customers. The scheme also caused conventional JFD methods to be equipped with a special ability to resist noise interference. Till now, some existing schemes related have been proposed to protect the multimedia content and distribution, but these schemes failed to tackle several problems existing in the original JFD scheme based on VQ image, including high transmission cost and severe fingerprinted image distortion. In this paper, we propose a novel JFD method by combining a weight-sum function with fingerprinting embedding and extraction for VQ images. Under the combination, the visual quality of the fingerprinted image is further improved; also the fingerprint extraction implements a blind extraction process. Experiments and analyses demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed method.
Introduction
The digitized form of numerous multimedia contents not only facilities various operations but also allows fast distribution from one physical location to another via the Internet. As any advancement in technique can always be used in good and bad ways, the convenience of technique simultaneously incurs the potential security hazard when illegally redistributing the protected content via the Internet. To improve the security of multimedia contents in transmission and distribution, digital fingerprint has been widely investigated over the past few years [1] [2] [3] [4] . Fingerprint is the technique that is utilized to trace the traitors to ensure the reasonable distribution of the protected content; in this technique a fingerprint sequence only represents a unique user's identity and is usually embedded in such a way that remains invisible to the human eye. Conventional fingerprint embedding can be achieved in the spatial domain [5, 6] or in the transform domain [2, 7] . Once the fingerprinted content is illegally redistributed, the fingerprint sequence is required for extracting and checking the user's identity.
Specifically, fingerprint embedded into host image is especially designed in various application scenarios. In the transmitter-side fingerprinting application [8, 9] , such fingerprint is embedded on the transmitted side and then the fingerprinted contents are encrypted and sent to users via multiple unicast transmission. For the network-based fingerprinting application [10] , this type of fingerprint is embedded as the data travels through the network with special network devices. The last type of fingerprint, i.e., the receiver-side fingerprint, which is the most promising method in the fingerprint research field, has been widely applied in some scenarios where the pirate possibly redistributes his or her copies over the Internet. Combining receiver-side fingerprint and image decryption operation can effectively trace the owners of illegal redistribution contents, which is the wellknown traitor tracing problem.
The first receiver-side fingerprinting method [11] was introduced by processing decryption and fingerprinting independently. The respective operations of decryption and fingerprinting embedding made it possible for the attackers to intercept the decrypted content and illegally redistribute it via the Internet. To decrease the possibility of content leakage, some novel joint fingerprint and decryption (JFD) schemes were produced in [7, 12, 13] , which ensure the fingerprint performed during decryption process. Although 2 Security and Communication Networks these schemes effectively resolve the problem of illegal distribution at the receiver end, they cannot be applied to the VQ (vector quantization) domain and the encrypted image cannot effectively resist noise interference. To solve this problem, a new JFD scheme for VQ images was proposed by Lin et al. in 2012 [14] . In their method, the encryption process could be classified into two types: one was that the most well-known chaotic function and static-tree were employed in the permutation and codeword substitution processes, respectively. The other was to utilize the dynamic-tree and session key into the substitution process. Recently, a larger number of JFD schemes on the basis of Lin et al. method have been proposed [15] [16] [17] [18] ; in these schemes, the security of JFD methods was further enhanced and applied into different types of practical scenarios. Unfortunately, there still exist some problems to be solved for the original scheme [14] .
In this paper, we improve the method of decryption and fingerprinting process of [14] through using index-blockbased decryption method and a weight-sum function of [19] ; namely, the weight-sum function is employed to embed (n+1) fingerprint bits into a block with 2 n codeword indices by modifying only one codeword index. More specifically, the key factor for JFD method based on VQ image is to achieve fingerprint embedding during decryption. A shortcoming of the original scheme [14] is that it only easily embeds each fingerprint bit into each codeword index but has limitations not only in terms of the flexibility of maximum fingerprint bits but also in terms of the quality of the fingerprinted image. Conversely, in the proposed scheme, the major works concentrate on the JFD process. We select a block-based fingerprint embedding to implement this process. The major difference between the proposed method and scheme [14] is the way of how to efficiently embed fingerprint into codeword index and ensure the changeable maximum fingerprint capacity. The major merits are summarized as follows:
(1) The encrypted codeword indices are capable of being efficiently transmitted with much smaller bandwidth and cost.
(2) The flexibility of fingerprint embedding can be ensured, and the changeable maximum fingerprint capacity can be achieved.
(3) The fingerprint extraction operation in the traitor tracing process is a blind extraction process.
(4) Comparing with the original scheme in [14] , the number of modifiable blocks is obviously lowered when introducing certain user's fingerprinting sequence. That is, given the same embedding rate, the PSNR of our method is higher than that in the original scheme.
Preliminary
A brief overview of the concepts used in the proposed scheme is discussed as follows. 
where and , denote the th elements of vectors and , respectively. The generated nearest codeword is then exploited to decrypt the vector X, i.e., one block of divided image. Transforming the encrypted indices into VQ image is the decoding process which can be easily realized by table look-up.
Principal Components Analysis.
As [14] depicted, principal components analysis (PCA) algorithm has attracted considerable attention from various research fields, especially used in data and signal analysis [20, 21] . Here, the functionality of PCA is mainly used for sorting codewords of codebook before encryption, which is essential in the encryption and JFD phases. Given the unsorted codewords 1 , 2 , and , after applying PCA algorithm, the sorted codewords are denoted as 1 , 2 , and , where represents the size of codebook. The detailed process of PCA method can be found in [14] .
Weight-Sum
Function. An essential starting point of designing weight-sum function is to conceal as much additional data as possible into cover image with modifying as little data as possible, and its fundamental objective is consistent with that of exploiting modification direction (EMD) [22] . Concretely, the methods of both are to conceal given bits into one block with modifying only a pixel; the former transforms (n+1) bits into decimal number under the size 2 n of one block to implement data hiding, but the latter requires converting additional data into (2n + 1)-ary notational system according to the size of a block to attain data embedding. A weight-sum function [19] is also a typical application for watermarking embedding, which is primarily used for the detection of the tempered areas. The main contributions of the weight-sum function in [19] can be summarized as follows. In the watermark embedding, the host image is first divided into blocks and each block contains 2 n pixels, and then (n+1) authentication bits need to be embedded into one block with modifying only a pixel. However, how to find the position of the modifiable pixel is a pressing problem to be solved, which is the functionality of the weight-sum function. Figure 1 shows the workflow of the weight-sum function, and one can easily know that the weight-sum function in Figure 1 directly implements the watermark embedding process. Note that embedding (n+1) authentication bits into each block denotes that the whole embeddable authentication bits are (n+1)/2 n bits where denotes the number of pixels of the host image, whereas the maximum number of the modifiable pixels is /2 n . In other words, the quality of the watermarked image can be effectively ensured and the tampered areas can also be detected with the weight-sum function. For simplicity, let n=2 be an example to illustrate the detailed modification process. The host image is divided into some blocks with 2 × 2 pixels and suppose that one of the blocks contains four pixels 87, 212, 114, and 186. The binary value of a watermark subsequence is (110) 2 =6. The value of one block can be easily computed by the weight-sum function as f = (1 × 87 + 2 × 212 + 3 × 114 + 4 × 186) mod 2 3 =5. Since the value of weight-sum is not equal to the binary value of fingerprint subsequence, i.e., 5 ̸ = 6, one pixel of the block should be found and modified so that the value of the block computed by the weight-sum equals the binary value of the fingerprint subsequence. The difference between them is d =6-5=1 and thus the modifiable pixel is the first pixel. The four pixels in the modifiable block are 88, 212, 114, and 186. The detailed modification process can be found in [14] .
The Proposed Method

The Framework.
The framework of the proposed JFD scheme based on VQ is shown in Figure 2 . For the sender side, a given codebook is first sorted by PCA algorithm, and then the original image is transformed into index matrix combining the sorted codebook with VQ process. Under dynamic-tree keys, the indices substitution process is implemented by replacing the current index with any index depending on a given session key, which can be found in [14] . Besides, to increase the capability for resisting bruteforce attacks, the permutation is still utilized before the codeword indices substitution process. For the receiver side, fingerprint sequence is embedded with ±1 codeword indices replacement during the decryption process. For instance, when the modifiable codeword index in one block is found, the ±1 codeword indices replacement can be achieved by displacing the modifiable codeword index with its adjacent codeword indices in the sorted codebook. The detailed JFD method is depicted in the next subsection.
Block-Wise Joint Fingerprint and Decryption.
In this subsection, the proposed JFD scheme in the receiver side is presented in detail. We replace the codeword-index-based JFD process with the proposed block-based JFD method. That is, one codeword index is only regarded as a part of the block. The process of the proposed JFD scheme is illustrated in Figure 3 . The encrypted image is first divided into blocks, and any block containing 2 n codeword indices is decrypted by dynamic-key trees and simultaneously embedded fingerprint subsequence with the weight-sum function.
Exploiting the block-based idea is mainly attributed to two advantages: one is that only modifying one codeword index with ±1 can embed n+1 bits' fingerprint into a block of 2 n indices, which is an extended application of the basedblock method proposed by the authors in [19] , and the other is that the block-based JFD method can ensure a blind fingerprint extraction operation; i.e., the extracted fingerprint sequence can directly generate users' identities without the content of the original VQ image.
Note that the proposed image encryption process based on dynamic-key trees depending on session key is different from the original encryption scheme. Consider the same situation where both the original scheme and the proposed JFD scheme accomplish encryption process with dynamickey trees. The original scheme in [14] is to replace the current codeword content with any codeword content based on session key to obtain the encrypted image, whereas the proposed method is to substitute the current codeword index with any codeword index based on the sorted codebook and session key to produce the encrypted indices, which makes full use of the characteristic of VQ image to lower the bandwidth and cost in the transmitter side efficiently. Then, in the receiver side, the encrypted indices can be divided into nonoverlapping blocks of 2 n codeword indices and the binary value of a fingerprint sequence
Assume that the codeword indices in arbitrary one block are c 1 , c 2 , and c 2 n , and the weight-sum can be defined as follows:
where denotes the th codeword index in one block. As mentioned above, the reason why the weight-sum function is required is that it keeps the capability to find the position of modifiable codeword index in one block, and the value of the modified block computed by the weight-sum function is completely equal to the binary value of a fingerprint subsequence with n+1 bits, which is vital for the fingerprint extraction process since the generated value by weight-sum function is the binary value of the required fingerprint subsequence. Similarly, suppose both encrypted VQ indices and n=2 are known, and the size of codebook is set as 512. The encrypted VQ indices are divided into nonoverlapping blocks with 2 × 2 codeword indices, and then one of the nonoverlapping blocks is decrypted to embed a fingerprint subsequence. Assume that the indices of codeword in one block are 245, 342, 311, and 187. Here, notice that the value of codeword indices depends on the size of the given codebook, which is dissimilar to the gray value of digital images. Accordingly, let the fingerprint sequence be = [101] 2 , and then the binary value of fingerprint is 5. The value of weight-sum function can be easily computed as f = (1 × 245 + 2 × 342 + 3 × 311 + 4 × 187) mod 2 3 = 2. Clearly, the value of fingerprint is unequal to that of the weight-sum function; i.e., 5 ̸ = 2. Thus, we need to find the changeable codeword index in the block by computing the difference d=5-2=3 between and . Since the value of is in the range of [0, 2 3 ], the codeword index to be modified can be found and adding 1 to the index can accomplish the modification operation; namely, the index value of the fingerprinted codeword is 311+1=312. The codeword indices in the fingerprinted decryption block are correspondingly 245, 342, 312, and 187. The detailed process of the block-wise JFD scheme is presented in the following.
Step 1. Obtain the encrypted indices together with the codebook size Nc and divide the encrypted indices into nonoverlapping blocks with the size of 2 n codeword indices, and let c 1 , c 2 , . . . c 2 be the codeword indices in one block and c i be in the range of [0, Nc].
Step 2. Set all divided blocks as unprocessed encrypted index-based blocks. Step 3. Generate the fingerprint subsequence B= ( 1 , 2 , . . . +1 ) 2 to be embedded into one block, and compute the value of block with the weight-sum function = (∑
Step 4.
, do nothing and go to Step 6. Else, compute d= ( 1 , 2 , . . . +1 ) 2 -f and go to Step 5.
Step 5. If 0 < | | < 2 , positive implies the modifiable codeword index as + 1 and negative implies the modifiable codeword index as c | | -1. Else, positive implies the modifiable codeword index as | −2 +1 | -1and negative implies the modifiable codeword index as +2 +1 + 1.
Step 6. Check whether there exist unprocessed encrypted index-based blocks. If they exist, set the current block as processed block, and go to Step 4.
Block-Wise Fingerprint Extraction Process.
When illegally redistributing the fingerprinted decryption content via the Internet, the effective way to find the traitor is to examine the digital content with proper fingerprint extraction algorithm. It should be interpreted that since the inverse permutation process mentioned in Figure 2 is not the core in this section, we directly illustrate the fingerprint extraction process instead. Figure 4 illustrates the flow diagram of fingerprint extraction process. From Figure 4 one can know that the fingerprinted decryption image is first divided into blocks with the help of the known codebook and each block contains 2 n codeword indices, and a user's fingerprint sequence will be extracted from 1 to blocks in turn by exploiting the weight-sum function. In each block, the value computed by the weight-sum is the binary value of fingerprint subsequence, and thus the fingerprint extraction algorithm is a blind extraction algorithm and not required for the original VQ image. After extracting the fingerprinting subsequence in all blocks, a user's fingerprinting sequence can be easily reconstructed.
The simple extraction steps are depicted as follows.
Step 1. Divide the fingerprinted and decrypted image into blocks containing 2 n codeword indices.
Step 2. Compute the binary value of fingerprinting subsequence from each block with weight-sum function.
Step 3. Reconstruct the extracted fingerprinting subsequence in turn to generate a user's fingerprint sequence.
Since the fingerprinting extraction method in the proposed JFD scheme is implemented in the receiver side, i.e., one piece of multimedia data may have many various versions to stand for different users' identities, the correlation between the extracted fingerprint and someone's fingerprint is required to confirm the traitor's identity, which can be denoted as ⟨ , ⟩ shown in
where denotes the length of fingerprint sequence. The relationship between the generated ⟨ , ⟩ and a threshold can be used to judge whether someone is the traitor or not, which is shown in ⟨ , ⟩ ≥ , the owner of is a traitor.
⟨ , ⟩ < , the owner of is not a traitor.
Experiment Results and Analyses
In this section, we offer experimental results to confirm the effectiveness of the improved JFD scheme. Similarly, six standard gray-scale images sized 512 × 512 pixels, including Lena, Plane, Baboon, Boat, Pepper, and Barbara images, are tested with a series of experiments. The VQ images trained by standard gray-scale images are treated as the original images shown in Figure 5 . During the training process, the original image is divided into 4 × 4 blocks and the size of codebook is selected as 256, 512, and 1024, respectively. The training algorithm of [23] is also used for the proposed VQ process 
The Encryption Results.
As previously mentioned, our proposed encryption method is to encrypt image contents into codeword indices to improve transmission efficiency in the transmitter side. When the encrypted indices are intercepted, even if the codebook opened can decode the encrypted indices into image contents, the hacker still cannot know any useful information related to the original image, the property of which implies the security of encryption is desirable. In this article, the size of codebook is set as 256 and the decoded encrypted indices are shown in Figure 6 . Clearly, the PSNRs of directly decoded encrypted indices demonstrate that the proposed encryption method is acceptable. For the customers in the receiver side, they can easily transform the encrypted indices into decrypted VQ image contents with the help of the known codebook and dynamic-key trees together with permutation key.
Imperceptibility of the Fingerprint.
In a joint fingerprinting and decryption process, a receiver is supposed to require both dynamic-key and fingerprint sequence and then divide the obtained indices into blocks and embed fingerprint subsequence into each block during the decryption process. In other words, when completing one block decryption, a given fingerprint subsequence is simultaneously embedded into the decrypted block. Figure 7 shows the visual quality of fingerprinted VQ image. The fingerprint bits embedded under various codebook size for various images are invisible to the naked eye. In addition, with the increase of the codebook size, the quality of the fingerprinted image (PSNR) correspondingly increases. Thus, a larger codebook size will generate a higher quality of fingerprinted image. When the size of the codebook is 1024, the fingerprinted image will have the best image quality.
Different Sizes of Block.
In this section, the relationship between the number of modification blocks and the embedding performance is further analyzed to present that the size of block has great influence on the embedding performance and the modifiable block number. It should be emphasized that, in this article, two dividing processes are mentioned, namely, pixel-based blocks for VQ process and index-based blocks for JFD process. For VQ process, as mentioned before, the original image is divided into 4 × 4-dimension vector, and thus a 512 × 512-pixel image contains 16384 pixelbased blocks. As for JFD process, the divided pixel-based blocks in VQ process had been substituted with code indices, and the code indices needed to further divide into indexbased blocks to be embedded fingerprint. For instance, when containing one index in an index-based block, the maximum embeddable capacity of fingerprint sequence is 16384 bits for a 512 × 512-pixel image. Here, the block mentioned in this section refers to the index-based blocks, and the relationship of the modified block number under different block sizes and embedding rate is presented in Figure 8 . When one block to be modified contains a codeword index, our proposed method is completely equal to the embedding scheme in [14] , the maximum modified block number under the worst case is 16384, and the PSNRs of fingerprinted image under this situation are less desirable. For one block including 2 codeword indices, obviously, the modified block number is decreased by half; in other words, the PSNRs of fingerprinted image dramatically increases while the maximum embedding rate is equal to that in [14] . Besides, with the increase of the size of block, the modified block number apparently lowers and thus the PSNRs correspondingly enlarges. To realize a tradeoff between the embedding rate and the modified blocks, we suggest the block size is set as 4.
The Security.
In terms of the security of encryption, it can be classified into two processes: one is that a given original image is first converted into index matrix under the VQ process and then a permutation process is performed on the generated index matrix to enhance the security during transmission, and the other is that the dynamic-key trees based on session key are exploited in the code substitution process, since the session key only exists in a limited time and the security performance is further enhanced. Therefore, an attacker that intercepts the encrypted indices from the Internet cannot obtain any useful information related to the original encrypted indices.
Comparison.
In this section, the comparison results with the proposed method and the scheme [14] are further discussed. 
Compressing Encryption.
The main task in the sender side is to accomplish the encryption for VQ images. In the original scheme, the VQ images are encrypted with codeword substitution, which is based on codeword contents and then transmitted into the receiver side. On the contrary, for the proposed encryption scheme, a given codebook is first sorted and then the codeword indices in the sorted codebook are employed in the encrypted process; i.e., the proposed encryption process is to substitute the current block in the original image with any index depending on dynamic-key trees in the sorted codebook. In this way, the encryption result is to generate encrypted indices which is different from that in the original scheme. Obviously, with the proposed encryption method, the bandwidth and cost for transmission process are decreased significantly compared with the original scheme.
Blind Extraction of Fingerprint.
Once illegal multimedia contents, such as illegal image-based contents, occurred via the Internet, one can easily know the traitor by extracting the embedded fingerprint sequence. For the original scheme, the extraction of a fingerprint sequence is accomplished with the guidance of the original VQ image. Conversely, the extraction of fingerprint sequence in our method is a blind extraction process. Specifically, the fingerprinted image is first divided into blocks with 2 n codeword indices under the known codebook and the value of each block can be computed by the weight-sum function. As a result, the generated values can reconstruct the fingerprint sequence. Obviously, the fingerprint extraction is a blind extraction and not required for the original VQ image.
Changeable Maximum Capacity of Fingerprint.
Although the original JFD method based on VQ can embed fingerprint into each block during the decryption process, there exists a major concern; i.e., the embedding capacity is constant. For instance, when the block size is set as 4 × 4, a 512 × 512-pixel image contains 16384 blocks, and thus the embedding capacity of fingerprint is 16384 bits. This is quite inflexible and may limit the number of users due to the fact that various users have different fingerprint lengths. However, this concern can be effectively resolved by index-based fingerprint embedding because it offers a variety of options for fingerprint embedding. Thus, the proposed method is more applicable for practical scenarios.
PSNR versus Embedding
Rate. In this module, PSNRs of fingerprinted decryption images under the embedding rate 0.75 bpp (bits per pixel) will be further compared with the original JFD scheme [14] . Note that since the original VQ images themselves are lossless compressed images, the performance improved is seriously limited by the original VQ image. To clearly present the improved performance, the PSNRs in the original VQ images are also presented in the comparison as shown in Table 1 . From Table 1 , we can know that the VQ images are inevitably distorted compared with the original standard images, and thus the PSNRs of fingerprinted decryption images based on VQ images must be lower than that in the original VQ images. In other words, it is impossible for the PSNR improvement of fingerprinted VQ image to realize the maximum results of original VQ images in Table 1 . Clearly, the PSNR comparison results between method in [14] and the proposed method can easily be obtained to show that, under the same embedding rate, the PSNR of our method is higher than that in the original scheme [14] . Here, it should be emphasized that, in our method, the embedding rate 0.75 is the result of one block with 2 × 2 codeword indices, but the PSNRs of fingerprinted images under the embedding rate are not optimal. The relationship between the modified blocks and embedding rate can be formulized as shown in where and denote the embedding rate and the modified blocks, respectively. (n+1)/2 n denotes the maximum embedding rate. Clearly, and ×h are constant values; under a given embedding rate x, the modified block number decreases with the increase of . This also accounts for the reason why the block size with 2 × 2 codeword indices, i.e., n=2, is not an optimal case for the PSNRs of fingerprinted image. Besides, take an obvious comparison as an example. With the method in [14] , embedding (n+1) fingerprint bits requires modifying (n+1)/2 codeword indices averagely. For our method, however, only one codeword index is modified when the block size is set as 2 n . To sum up, our method can effectively improve the PSNRs of fingerprinted image 4.5.5. Comparisons with Related Mechanisms. The functionalities of the proposed method are further discussed and compared with mechanisms [15] [16] [17] [18] . Table 2 illustrates the comparisons of our method and related mechanisms. Although the improved functionality of [18] achieves a blind fingerprint extraction, the computation and communication overheads are still higher, and the total amount of embedded fingerprint is still constant and inflexible due to the fact that the total amount of the fingerprint can only be equal to the block size of the specified VQ image. The performances of [15] [16] [17] are less satisfactory in terms of transmission cost. In addition, schemes [16, 17] cannot achieve a blind fingerprint extraction. The reason why our scheme has a lower transmission cost is that the original content under VQ encoding is encrypted into codeword indices and the encrypted indices are transmitted in the receiver side, but all of the others encrypt it into noise-like image content. After considering the global functionality of various mechanisms, the improved JFD based on VQ method is superior.
Conclusion
This paper proposes a block-based improved JFD scheme with the help of the method in [14] . On the sender side, we encrypt the original image into codeword indices to effectively decrease the transmission bandwidth and cost. For the JFD process in the receiver side, the encrypted indices are divided into blocks with 2 n codeword indices and a weight-sum function is utilized to embed (n+1) bits fingerprint subsequence into each block, and the PSNRs of fingerprinted images are improved compared with original scheme. As for the fingerprint extraction process, the values of the divided blocks computed by the weight-sum function are the binary value of fingerprint sequence, and thus the fingerprint extraction is a blind process without the original VQ image. The experiment results demonstrate that the proposed method can effectively improve the method in [14] , especially when the block size is smaller.
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